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Tutte found an excluded minor characterization of graphic matroids with five 
excluded minors. A variation on Tutte’s result is presented here. Let (e, f, g} be a 
circuit of a 3-connected nongraphic matroid M. Then M has a minor using e, A g 
isomorphic to either the 4-point line, the Fano matroid, or the bond matroid of 
K 3,3’ 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following well-known theorem is due to Tutte [6]. 
(1) A matroid is graphic if and only if it has no minor isomorphic to 
vi, F,, F7*, J*(Q o’J*W,,,). 
(We shall assume familarity with matroid theory-for an introduction and 
for undefined terms, see Welsh [7]. Vi is the four-element matroid in which 
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any 2-set is a base. F, and FT are the Fano matroid and its dual, K,, K,,, 
are the Kuratowski graphs, and A(G) and J*(G) denote, respectively, the 
.polygon and bond matroids of a graph G. We denote the element set of a 
matroid M by E(M).) 
The main theorem of this note is the following variation on (1). 
(2) Let {e,f, gj be a circuit of a 3-connected nongraphic matroid M. 
Then M has a minor N isomorphic to one of Vi, F,, .A*(K,,,), such that 
e, f, g E E(N). 
(M is 3-connected if it is connected and there is no partition (El, E2) of 
E(M) such that ]E, I, ]E,), 22 and 
r&) + 4%) &r(M) + 1, 
where r is the rank function of M.) 
The theorem follows easily from theorems of [2,3,4]; however, we feel it 
is worth publishing here because we find it rather surprising, and it is not 
contained in [2,3,4]. The proof uses several lemmas. The first is due to 
Truemper [5]. 
(3) If G is a simple 3-connected graph, and u is a vertex of G of 
valency 3, incident with edges e,f, g say, and G is nonplanar, then A’(G) 
has a minor N isomorphic to J(Kj,J with e,f, g E E(N). 
ProoJ Now G is 3-connected and nonplanar, and not isomorphic to K,, 
since v is trivalent; and so by the result of [ 11, G has a subgraph G’ which is 
a subdivision of K,,, . If e,f, g are all edges of G’ the result is true. If not, let 
G” be the graph obtained from G by deleting v and adding three edges 
joining ab, bc, and ca, respectively (where a, b, and c are the end vertices of 
e,S, and g, distinct from v). Then G” is 3-connected and has a subgraph 
which is a subdivision of K,,,; and the result follows from [3, Theorem 
(11.2)]. 
(4) Let M be a 3-connected matroid which is cographic but not 
graphic, and let {e,f, g} be a circuit of M. Then M has a minor using e,f, g 
isomorphic to M*(K,,,). 
Proof: Choose a simple 3-connected graph G so that M=J*(G). Now 
{e, f, g} is a circuit of J*(G), and hence is an edge cut-set of G. Let 
(V, , V,) be a partition of V(G) so that e, f, g are precisely the edges of G 
with one end in V, and one in V,. Let G, (G,) be the graph obtained from G 
by identifying all the vertices in V, (V,, respectively) into a single vertex. 
Now G,, G, both have trivalent vertices, and both are simple and 3- 
connected, since G is simple and 3-connected. Moreover at least one (G,, 
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say) is nonplanar, since A’*(G) is nongraphic. Hence by (3), x*(Gr) has a 
minor isomorphic to J*(K,,,) using e, f, g, and hence so does M, as 
required. 
We say M is vertically 3-connected if its underlying simple matroid is 3- 
connected. 
(5) Let C,, C, be circuits of a vertically 3-connected matroid M, with 
) C, I= 1 C, I= 3. Then M has a minor N with E(N) = C, U C2, such that 
C,, C, are both circuits of N, and every element of C, - C, is parallel with 
some element of C, - C,. 
This is elementary. 
(6) Let M be a 3-connected matroid which is regular but not graphic, 
and let {e, f, g} be a circuit of M. Then M has a minor using e, f, g, 
isomorphic to A*(K,,3). 
Proof: By [3, Theorem (14.3)], M may be constructed by means of “3- 
sums” (for a definition, see [3]) starting from graphic and cographic 
matroids. These may be chosen such that they are vertically 3-connected, 
and such that {e,f, g} is a circuit of one of them. One of these matroids is 
not graphic since M is not graphic, and it follows easily, from (5), that M 
has a minor using e, f, g which is 3-connected and cographic but not 
graphic. The result follows from (4). 
(7) Let M be a 3-connected binary matroid which is not regular, and 
let {e, f, g} be a circuit of M. Then M has a minor using e, f, g isomorphic to 
F,* 
Proof. By [2, Theorem (3.2)], M has a minor N isomorphic to A’(K4) 
with e, f E E(N), such that no 3-element circuit of N includes {e, f }. Now 
g & E(N), and moreover g is not contracted when producing N as a minor of 
M, since {e, f } is independent in N. Thus g must be deleted to produce N, 
and it follows that M has a minor using e, f, g isomorphic to F,. 
(8) Let M be a 3-connected matroid which is not binary, and let 
{e, f, g} be a circuit of M. Then M has a minor using e, f, g isomorphic to 
u:. 
Proof: By the main theorem of [4], M has a minor N using e, f 
isomorphic to Vi. Let N be obtained from M by deleting XE E(M) and 
contracting Y C_ E(M). Now g 6C Y, since {e, f } is independent in N, and if 
g E E(N) the theorem is true. We assume then that g E X. Let 
WV= {e,f,a,b). 
Let N’ be the matroid obtained from M by deleting X-{ g} and contracting Y. 
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Now {e,S, g} is a union of circuits of N’, and yet {e, f} is independent in 
N’, and so {e,f, g} is a circuit of N’. Moreover g is not parallel to both of 
a, b in N’, and we assume it is not parallel to b. Then the matroid obtained 
from N’ by deleting a uses e, f, g and is isomorphic to Vi, as required. 
The main theorem (2) follows from (6), (7), and (8). We observe that in 
fact we have proved something slightly stronger: 
(9) Let {e,f, g} be a circuit of a 3-connected nongraphic matroid M. 
Then M has a minor N using e,f, g, where 
(i) NzA*(K,,,) ifM is regular, 
(ii) N z F, ifM is binary but not regular, 
(iii) N z Vi ifM is nonbinary. 
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